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Leiomyosarcoma (LMS) is a malignant tumor of
smooth muscle cells for which few effective therapies
exist. A subset of LMS cases express macrophage col-
ony-stimulating factor (CSF1) and the resultant tu-
mor-associated macrophage (TAM) infiltration pre-
dicts poor clinical outcome. Further, TAMs have been
shown to increase tumor angiogenesis. Here, we an-
alyzed 149 LMS cases by immunohistochemistry for
vascular marker CD34 and show that high microves-
sel density (MVD) in nongynecological LMS cases sig-
nificantly predicts poor patient outcome. The major-
ity of high MVD cases were also CSF1-positive, and
when combining high MVD with CSF1 expression, an
even stronger prognostic correlation with patient out-
come was obtained. Gene expression profiling re-
vealed that MVD has a stronger correlation with CSF1
expression than with expression of vascular endothe-
lial growth factor isoforms, which have traditionally
been used as markers of angiogenesis and as anti-
angiogenic therapeutic targets. Finally, patterns of
CSF1 expression and TAM recruitment remained con-
sistent between primary tumors and their metastases,

and between primary tumors and those grown as

2100
xenografts in mice, highlighting the stability of these
features to the biology of LMS tumors. Together, these
findings suggest an important role for CSF1 and the
resulting TAM infiltration in the pathological neovas-
cularization of LMS tumors and provide a rationale for
CSF1-targeted therapies in LMS. (Am J Pathol 2011, 179:

2100–2107; DOI: 10.1016/j.ajpath.2011.06.021)

In carcinomas, the contributions of CSF1 production and
macrophage recruitment/activation to tumor progression
have been well-studied. Tumor associated macrophages
(TAMs) have a wide range of activities and may promote
tumor growth, angiogenesis, extracellular matrix break-
down, invasion, and metastasis.1–3 The formation of new
blood vessels and the degree of tumor neovascularity
has been correlated with the development of metastasis
in several cancers, including those arising in the breast,
prostate, ovary, lung, colon, skin, testis, and bladder.4–10

In fact, TAMs produce a variety of pro-angiogenic factors
that include vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF),
basic fibroblast growth factor, tumor necrosis factor �
(TNF�), and others. In addition, several studies have
shown an association between the numbers of TAMs and
microvessel density (MVD).11–13

In carcinomas the tumor microenvironment (TME) is
prominently visible on histological examination and con-
sists of a complex mixture of a wide variety of cell types.
The TME is less obvious by histological examination in
most sarcomas14 and few studies have addressed the
role of the TME in sarcomas. LMS are tumors of smooth
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muscle that can occur predominantly in the female gen-
ital tract (gynecologic LMS) or in the deep soft tissues
(nongynecologic LMS). We have previously shown that
the presence of CD163-, FCGR3a-, and CTSL1-positive
macrophages is increased in LMS cases that express
CSF1 in the tumor cells and that this predicts poor clinical
outcome in both nongynecological and gynecological
LMS.15,16 However, the mechanism by which macro-
phage infiltration in LMS affects clinical outcome remains
to be elucidated. Previous studies found no correlation
between MVD and clinical outcome in sarcoma. While
these studies examined a wide range of sarcomas, they
did not include large numbers of LMS. In this study, we
address the correlation between CSF1, TAMs, MVD, and
clinical outcome in LMS.

Materials and Methods

Human Exonic Evidence Based Oligonucleotide
Gene Arrays

For gene expression analysis, we used a data set ob-
tained from 16 LMS, which have been previously de-
scribed.15,16 Our current analysis was restricted to CSF1,
CSF1R, CD34, VEGFA, VEGFB, and VEGFC. Only cases
with �80% available good data for these genes were
further analyzed.

Tissue Microarray Construction

Two tissue microarrays (TA 121 and 201) containing 149
primary LMS cases from 149 patients with clinical follow
up were used in this study. For 13 cases, material from
metastases was available. None of these patients re-
ceived adjuvant therapy (chemotherapy and/or radiother-
apy). The clinicopathological features of the 16 LMS used
for gene expression studies and the 149 LMS used on the
tissue microarray were previously described.15,16 Briefly,
the 149 primary LMS consisted of 73 nongynecological
and 76 gynecological cases. The nongynecological LMS
group (n � 73) contained tumors from 42 females and 31
males with a median age of 54 years (range, 13 to 81
years) and a median tumor size of 9.9 cm (range, 1.2 to
34 cm). Limbs and the retroperitoneum were the most
common tumor locations. The median age of the women
in the gynecological LMS group (n � 76) was 50.7 years
(range, 5 to 67 years) and the median tumor size was
10.1 cm (range, 2 to 35 cm). The uterus was by far the
most common tumor site for gynecologic LMS. The mean
follow-up time was 3.1 years with an overall range of 1
month to 5 years. Tissue microarrays were constructed
using 0.6-mm cores with a tissue arrayer (Beecher Instru-
ments, Silver Spring, MD). Gynecological LMS were
classified according to tumor differentiation (ie, well,
moderate, and poorly differentiated) and nongyneco-
logical LMS were staged by the Fédération Nationale
des Centres de Lutte Contre le Cancer grading system.
The diagnosis of LMS was based on morphological
criteria and immunohistochemistry results as previ-

ously described.15,16
Immunohistochemistry

Slides were cut at 4 �m, deparaffinized in xylene and
hydrated in a graded series of alcohol. For immunohisto-
chemistry, CD34 (581, mouse monoclonal, 1/40; Becton
Dickinson Biosciences, San Jose, CA) was the primary
antibody used. Slides were boiled in antigen retrieval
solution (citrate, pH 6) for 12 minutes. Murine macro-
phages were stained by rat anti-mouse macrophage
F4/80 monoclonal antibody (BM8, 1/50, Invitrogen Corp,
Carlsbad, CA). The immunohistochemical reactions were
visualized using mouse versions of the EnVision � sys-
tem (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA) using diaminobenzidine.
MVD was determined by counting the number of CD34-
positive microvessels in an entire 0.6-mm core. A mi-
crovessel was defined as any endothelial cell or endo-
thelial cell cluster staining positive for CD34.17 The
definition of microvessels and their scoring was done
before analysis of patient outcome data. Digital images
from all stained cores are available through the Stanford
tissue microarray database.18

Xenograft Study

Animal care and experiments were carried out in accor-
dance with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on
Animal Care and were approved by the Animal Care
Committee of The University of British Columbia. For xe-
nograft studies, approximately 1 mL of fresh tumor tissue
was obtained from each surgical specimen, and trimmed
fresh fragments (6 to � 8 mm3 in size) were implanted
underneath the capsule of kidneys exteriorized through
dorsal incisions in two to three nonobese diabetic/severe
combined immunodeficiency mice as previously de-
scribed in detail.19,20 Xenografts were retrieved after 30
or 60 days (postgraft tissues) for confirmation of tumor
histology and subsequent passages with transplant gen-
erations amounting to 30 or 60 days. Two high-grade
uterine LMS were established as xenograft tumor lines
(LMS #11436 and LMS #17411), and were carried to
passage 5.

Statistical Analysis

The Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate disease-
specific survival (DSS) distributions and Log-rank (Man-
tel-Cox) tests were used to ascertain whether given vari-
ables significantly correlated with DSS. The DSS was
calculated from the time of diagnosis to the date of death
of the disease. For gene expression analysis, a Pearson
correlation matrix was used to study the association be-
tween CSF1, CSF1R, CD34, VEGFA, VEGFB, and VEGFC.
P values �0.05 were considered significant. Statistical cal-
culations were performed using SPSS software v.14.0
(SPSS, Chicago, IL) and GraphPad Prism v5.0 (GraphPad
Software, San Diego, CA). Hierarchical cluster analysis of
TMA immunostaining results was realized using Deconvo-

luter 6 and TMA-Combiner 7 programs.21
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Results

Prognostic Significance of MVD in LMS
To ascertain the density of microvessels in LMS tumors,
two tissue microarrays containing 76 gynecologic and 73
nongynecologic primary LMS were stained with a CD34-
specific antibody, a marker for vessel endothelial cells; of
the cases on the array, 71 of each subtype were evalu-
able for CD34 expression (Figures 1A and 1B). There was
considerable variation in MVD across the different cases
of LMS. Microvessel count was higher in gynecological
LMS, where it ranged from 0 to 140 per 0.6-mm core
(mean, 35 per 0.6-mm core), than in nongynecological

Figure 1. Representative CD34 stains in a gynecological (A) and nong

nongynecological LMS cases based on microvessel density (MVD) in each 0.6-mm d
in gynecological (E) and nongynecological (F) LMS. HR, hazard ratio; IHC, immuno
LMS, where it ranged from 0 to 100 per 0.6-mm core
(mean, 22 per 0.6-mm core) (t-test; P � 0.0012) (Figure
1C). Gynecological LMS also contained a higher propor-
tion of tumors with high MVD (�40 microvessels/0.6 mm)
than nongynecological LMS (Figure 1D).

Cases were stratified based on whether they displayed
greater or less than the mean MVD for their respective
subtypes, and DSS was used as an endpoint measure-
ment for Kaplan-Meier analyses. In gynecological LMS,
MVD showed no significant association with DSS (n � 71;
hazard ratio: 1.104; 95% confidence interval: 0.415 to
2.938; P � 0.8429; Figure 1E). In contrast, a significant
correlation between MVD and DSS was found in nongy-

gical (B) leiomyosarcoma (LMS) case. Distribution of gynecological and
ynecolo

iameter TMA core (C, D). Correlation of MVD with disease-specific survival
histochemistry.
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necological LMS (n � 71; hazard ratio: 3.58; 95% CI: 1.48
to 8.65; P � 0.0046), thereby suggesting an important
role for angiogenesis in these tumors (Figure 1F).

High MVD LMS Cases Mark a Subset of
CSF1-Positive Tumors

Recently, it was shown that depletion of CSF1 resulted in
the suppression of tumor angiogenesis in a mouse model
of osteosarcoma,22 thereby highlighting the potential im-
portance of this molecule in mediating angiogenesis in
tumors. Given the known prognostic significance of CSF1
expression in LMS tumors, as well as the association of
high MVD with decreased DSS in nongynecological LMS,
we sought to determine the association between MVD
and CSF1 expression in the nongynecological LMS
cases. To do so, we used the CSF1 signature, which is
defined as the coordinate expression in the tumor site of
CSF1 (as measured by RNA in situ hybridization), CD163,
FCGR3a, and CTSL1 (as measured by immunohisto-
chemistry), which we previously showed predicts poor
outcome in LMS.15 There were 62 nongynecological LMS
cases that had both evaluable MVD and CSF1 signature
data. In these tumors, CSF1 signature-positive cases
were significantly more likely than CSF1 signature-nega-
tive cases to have increased tumor vascularity with 15 of
28 (53%) CSF1-signature positive cases showing high
MVD compared to only 8 of 34 (24%) CSF1 signature-
negative cases showing high MVD (Fisher’s exact test;
P � 0.019) (Figure 2A).

The 15 cases that were doubly positive for the CSF1
signature and for high MVD showed a very strong corre-
lation with poor patient outcome when compared to the
47 cases that were either singly positive for the CSF1
signature or for high MVD, or negative for both (hazard

Figure 2. Nongynecological leiomyosarcoma (LMS) cases positive for the
CSF1 signature (defined as coordinate expression of CSF1, CTSL1, FCGFR3a,
and CD163) were more likely to show high microvessel density (MVD) than
cases that were negative for the CSF1 signature (A). Stratification of patients
based on high MVD and the presence of the CSF1 response is associated with
even greater survival differences than when MVD was considered alone, as
shown in (B). HR, hazard ratio.
ratio: 10.05; 95% CI: 2.944 to 34.31; P � 0.0002), thereby
highlighting the usefulness of using both the CSF1 sig-
nature and MVD to stratify patients into groups that show
significant prognostic differences (Figure 2B). Together,
the significant association between CSF1 signature ex-
pression and MVD, as well as the increased prognostic
association derived from using both features to predict
patient outcome, suggest that CSF1 may be mediating an
angiogenic phenotype in nongynecological LMS, and
that this angiogenic phenotype is characteristic of a
highly aggressive subset of LMS tumors.

CSF1 Expression Shows a Stronger Correlation
with Tumor Vascularization than Does VEGF in
Nongynecological LMS

The roles of VEGFA, VEGFB, and VEGFC in mediating
tumor vascularization have been well documented and
have formed the rationale for targeting these VEGF iso-
forms therapeutically in cancer treatment. Given the role
of these molecules in pathological microvessel formation,
we sought to compare their correlation with MVD to that of
CSF1 by performing a gene expression analysis of 16
LMS tumors (see Supplemental Figure S1 at http://
ajp.amjpathol.org). Interestingly, after performing pairwise
Pearson correlations between mRNA levels for CSF1,
CD34, and VEGF genes, we found a significant positive
correlation existed between the mRNA levels of CD34
and CSF1 (r � 0.32). In contrast, we found either no
significant or negative correlations between CD34 and
VEGFA, VEFGB, or VEGFC (r � �0.10; r � �0.16; r �
0.17, respectively) (Table 1 and Figure 3; see also Sup-
plemental Table S1 at http://ajp.amjpathol.org). These
results further suggest that CSF1 plays a significant
role in pathological tumor vascularization in nongyne-
cological LMS.

CSF1 Expression, Macrophage Infiltration, and
MVD Are Stable Properties of LMS Tumors

We next examined the consistency in the pattern of CSF1
expression, macrophage recruitment, and MVD by com-
paring these features in 13 primary nongynecological
LMS samples and their corresponding metastatic lesions.
We found that 8 of 9 (89%) tumors with high CSF1 ex-

Table 1. Pearson Correlation Coefficients of Markers within
LMS

CD34 CSF1 CSF1R VEGFC VEGFB VEGFA

CD34 1.00
CSF1 0.32 1.00
CSF1R 0.6* 0.73* 1.00
VEGFC 0.17 0.56* 0.28 1.00
VEGFB �0.16 0.01 �0.27 0.03 1.00
VEGFA �0.10 �0.17 �0.33 �0.17 0.49 1.00

Pearson pairwise comparisons matrix showing the correlations be-
tween the mRNA levels of CSF1, CSF1R, CD34, VEGFA, VEGFB, and
VEGFC, as determined from Human Exonic Evidence Based Oligonucle-
otide gene array data on 16 LMS cases.
Statistically significant at *P � 0.05.
LMS, leiomyosarcoma; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.

http://ajp.amjpathol.org
http://ajp.amjpathol.org
http://ajp.amjpathol.org
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pression maintained this feature in their associated me-
tastases. In addition, only 25% (1 of 4) of primary tumors
that were negative for CSF1 showed expression of this
molecule in their metastatic lesions (Figure 4A). The pres-
ence of TAMs, as measured by CD163 staining, also
remained stable between primary and metastatic tumors.
The majority of tumors (8 of 9; 88%) with high expression
of CD163 also showed large numbers of macrophages in
their associated metastases. Likewise, all primary tumors
with low expression of CD163 (n � 4), had a very low
number of tumor macrophages in their corresponding
metastases (Figure 4B). Finally, the level of MVD seen in
the primary tumor remained similar in the corresponding
metastases in 9 of 12 cases (Figure 4C).

To further examine whether CSF1 expression and infil-
tration by TAMs are intrinsic properties of LMS tumors, we
evaluated two primary LMS in a mouse xenograft model
of LMS. The parental tumor from one case (LMS #17411)
showed high CSF1 expression and a high density of
CD163-positive stromal macrophage infiltrates, whereas
the parental tumor from the second case (LMS #11436)
showed no CSF1 expression and very sparse CD163-
positive stromal macrophage infiltrates (Figure 5). Each
tumor was transplanted into nonobese diabetic/severe
combined immunodeficiency mice and was serially pas-
saged into new mice up to passage 5. After 4 passages,
no residual human macrophages were present in either
case (data not shown). Remarkably, LMS #17411 main-
tained its high CSF1 expression (data not shown) and
displayed a higher density of host murine F4/80-positive
macrophages as compared to the tumor derived from
LMS #11436 (Figure 5). These results further underscore
the intrinsic nature of CSF1 expression and resultant
macrophage infiltration in LMS tumors, lending additional
strength to the observation that CSF1 expression and its
consequences are maintained between primary and met-
astatic LMS tumors.

Discussion

The TME has been recognized as an active participant in

Figure 3. Heat map representing a Pearson correlation matrix generated
from Human Exonic Evidence Based Oligonucleotide gene array expression
data on 16 nongynecological leiomyosarcoma (LMS) cases displaying the
correlations between the mRNA levels of CSF1, CSF1R, CD34, vascular en-
dothelial growth factor (VEGF)A, VEGFB, and VEGFC. Red indicates a high
correlation; black indicates an intermediate correlation; and green indicates
a low correlation.
tumor behavior in a wide range of epithelial malignan-
cies,23,24 but few studies have addressed the role of the
microenvironment in sarcomas. Here we have analyzed
the role of tumor angiogenesis in LMS and its possible
relationship with CSF1 expression.

The density of microvessels was predictive of outcome
in nongynecologic LMS, but not in gynecologic LMS. The
reason for this distinction is not clear, but the average
number of microvessels in gynecologic LMS is signifi-
cantly higher than that found in LMS originating in the soft
tissues, perhaps related to the fact that the uterus (the
most common site of origin for gynecologic LMS) is a
highly vascularized organ. It is plausible that an increase
in microvessels in a subset of gynecologic LMS may not
have the same noticeable effect on outcome as that seen
for LMS originating outside the female genital tract. Pre-
vious studies suggested that MVD was not prognostic of
clinical outcome in soft-tissue sarcomas.25–28 In contrast

Figure 4. Maintenance of CSF1 expression (A), presence of CD163-positive
tumor-associated macrophages (B), and microvessel density (MVD) (C) in
primary leiomyosarcoma (LMS) tumors and their associated metastatic le-

sions. Numbers along the x axis represent LMS case identifications. IHC,
immunohistochemistry.
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to our study, these investigations examined MVD in soft-
tissue sarcomas without making distinctions between di-
agnostic subtypes. This lack of separation of individual
sarcoma types, combined with the small number of LMS
cases examined (8, 12, and 18, respectively) may explain

Figure 5. H&E stains of two primary leiomyosarcoma (LMS) samples (A, B
tumor-associated macrophages, as measured by CD163 immunohistochemis
serial passages, the tumor derived from patient #17411 shows high murine m
(G). In contrast, the xenograft derived from patient #11436 is unable to attr
why the association between MVD and poor clinical prog-
nosis in nongynecological LMS was not apparent in those
studies.

Previously, we showed that variable levels of CSF1
expression are found in LMS tumor cells. Those cases
that have high levels of CSF1 production create a TME

expression as measured by in situ hybridization (C, D), and infiltration by
) (E, F). After xenotransplantation into immunocompromised mice and five
age infiltration, as measured by IHC for mouse macrophage marker F40/80
ne macrophages (H). ISH, in situ hybridization.
), CSF1
try (IHC
that is rich in TAMs, and this is associated with a poor
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clinical outcome.15,16 Many studies have demonstrated
that TAMs can mediate opposite effects based on their
polarization, sometimes resulting in activity against tu-
mors cells and at other times mediating tumor progres-
sion. TAMs exhibiting anti-tumor activity (M1, or clas-
sically-activated macrophages) can mediate their
effects through eliciting specific anti-tumor adaptive
immunity. In contrast, TAMs exhibiting pro-tumor activ-
ity (M2, or alternatively activated macrophages) sup-
press adaptive immunity and promote a wound heal-
ing-like TME,29 in which angiogenic and tissue
remodeling processes lead to tumor cell invasion and
ultimately cancer progression.3 In line with our results,
pro-angiogenic, M2-polarized TAMs likely predominate
in nongynecological LMS.

This relationship between TAMs and angiogenesis
has been implicated in the tumorigenesis of several
carcinomas. Lin et al.11 showed that CSF1-associated
macrophages are involved in an “angiogenic switch”
that results in promoting tumor angiogenesis and tumor
progression to malignancy in a mouse model of breast
cancer. However, few studies have analyzed the asso-
ciation between CSF1, TAMs, and angiogenesis in sar-
comas.

Here we show there is a correlation between CSF1
levels and MVD in nongynecological LMS. First, nearly all
LMS cases with high MVD were part of the subset of
cases with high CSF1 levels. Second, adding MVD as a
variable to the previously identified “CSF1-signature”
prognosticator increased the ability to identify cases with
poor outcome. Finally, mRNA analysis showed a higher
correlation between CSF1 levels and MVD than that
found between VEGF levels and MVD. In a recent study,
Kubota et al22 showed that CSF1-associated macro-
phages stimulate angiogenesis independently of VEGF in
an osteosarcoma model, and that this angiogenic effect
was absent in normal tissue. Although many studies have
focused on the role of VEGF in tumor angiogenesis, our
findings are concordant with the results obtained by
Kubota et al.22 In their investigations, CSF1-dependent
macrophages contributed to both vascular and lymphatic
development; their results suggested that macrophage-
mediated extracellular matrix disorganization was medi-
ated through high levels of matrix metalloproteinase-2
and matrix metalloproteinase-9 expression rather than
being mediated through VEGF. Furthermore, they
showed that CSF1 inhibitors were found to have a
significant anti-angiogenic effect. Importantly, with-
drawal of these CSF1 inhibitors did not lead to a re-
bound effect of tumor growth in tumor bearing mice,
whereas removal of anti-VEGF therapy led to a rapid
regrowth of murine tumors.

When considering novel therapeutic approaches, it is
important to determine the stability of the potential target.
Here we show that the CSF1 expression by primary LMS
tumor cells is maintained in the majority of metastatic
lesions and also in an experimental xenograft model sys-
tem. Our results suggest that CSF1 may affect tumor
angiogenesis (most likely through an attraction of macro-

phages to the tumor site) and that it may represent a
promising therapeutic target to inhibit angiogenesis in
nongynecologic LMS.
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